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 upper-air observation points in Tuapse and a temporary observation point in 
Sochi designated to make regular atmospheric measurements; 

 a radar observing network, including 5 Doppler weather radars located in Russia, 
2 Doppler weather radars located in Samsun and Trabzon (Turkey), and, 
additionally, two vertically pointing micro rain radars located in the mountain 
cluster (Sochi); 

 a mobile complex for atmospheric remote sensing; 

 a video surveillance system with webcams installed at the AWSs in the mountain 
and coastal clusters; and 

 a satellite observing system from the geostationary and orbital meteorological 
satellites. 

Clearly, the new unique technologies to make meteorological and hydrological 
observations which were successfully integrated with the equipment above 
enabled to receive video observations in the operational mode for different areas 
and heights, as well as information on vertical data distribution with an interval 
of 10-30 min in the complex orographic area, and contributed much to the 
smooth organization of the sporting events. 

b) a data collection and dissemination subsystem developed together with the venue 
owners to enable data distribution through wire, fibre optical and mobile 
communication links. 

c) a weather forecasting subsystem, including: 

 global and mesoscale forecast data from the Hydrometcentre of Russia. Special 
forecasts were issued four times a day for Sochi, using the COSMO model with a 
7-kilometre, 2.2-kilometre and 1-kilometre grid spacing and the lead time of 
72 hours. Also, calculations were made once a day, using the WRF-ARW model 
with a 0.6-kilometre and 2-kilometre grid spacing and the lead time of 48 hours. 

 mesoscale forecast and nowcasting data from the international FROST-2014 
project. 

d) a meteorological service subsystem coordinated by a number of meteorological 
centres, namely: 

 the Head Centre, comprising seven organizations under Roshydromet to provide 
scientific and methodological support; 

 the Specialized Service Centre to monitor all the information and hazardous 
weather warnings delivery; 

 the Operations Centre under the Olympic/Paralympic Main Operations Centre 
(MOC); 

 the Coordination Centre located in the mountain cluster; 

 the Local Meteorological Centres at the sports venues of the mountain cluster. 
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All the Centres issued and provided meteorological products in both English and 
Russian languages, following the approved Regulations for the 2014 Winter 
Games, monitored data dissemination to the INFO+ Olympic/Paralympic 
information system and the Olympic/Paralympic web-site hosted by 
Roshydromet. 

2.2 Taking into account a considerable number of athletes and guests to the 2014 Winter 
Games, special measures were taken to handle air traffic flows and aerodrome activities, providing quality 
meteorological services to aviation. Implementing two federal targeted programmes under the project 
titled ‘Provision of aeronautical meteorological services for the XXII Olympic Winter Games and XI 
Paralympic Winter Games of 2014’, Sochi airport was fully re-equipped with meteorological facilities, in 
particular: 

a) two runways were upgraded and aeronautical meteorological personnel were 
provided with new workplaces in the ATC centre. By and large, technical equipment 
of Sochi airport had increased almost fivefold; and 

b) a wind shear/vortex monitoring and forecasting complex was installed at Sochi 
airport to generate essential wind/vortex information for the safe and efficient flights. 

2.3 Apart from Sochi airport, all airports of the North-Caucasian branch of Aviamettelecom 
of Roshydromet, performing an essential function as alternate aerodromes, were technically re-equipped 
to provide high quality meteorological services for aviation. 

2.4 In addition, Aviamettelecom of Roshydromet, while enhancing the meteorological 
information dissemination system, ensured that all the meteorological information necessary for ATC 
units had been automatically displayed at the controller’s workplaces of alternate aerodromes. 

2.5 Detailed meteorological information was prepared and displayed at the Sochi-2014 portal 
at: meteosochi2014.ru. Specific mechanisms and procedures for facilitation and coordination of efforts 
between Moscow, Sochi and alternate airports were developed, a number of tests carried out and issues of 
interactions between operational units providing meteorological services for transportation of 
Olympic/Paralympic athletes and guests, including aviation users, were addressed. 

2.6 In order to guarantee the required performance level during the 2014 Winter Games, 
additional methodological inputs were provided, putting a particular emphasis on area and terminal area 
forecasting technology based on NWP outputs. To enable automated TAF generation, special software 
was installed at the forecasters’ workplaces in the aeronautical meteorological station of Sochi which 
allowed to completely eliminate the possibility of mechanical errors while generating a forecast. The 
range of services provided by the specialists from the Meteorological Forecast Verification Centre of 
Aviamettelecom of Roshydromet was supplemented by a daily TAF monitoring for Sochi airport and all 
the aeronautical meteorological stations involved in the provision of meteorological services to aviation 
during the 2014 Winter Games. Due to concerted action by the Centre, the accuracy of TAFs, in particular 
for Sochi airport, increased significantly.  

2.7 The highest air traffic growth was observed at Sochi airport within the period of the 
Olympic Winter Games from 1 to 28 February 2014, with the total number of arrivals and departures 
being tenfold higher than what was recorded before the Olympics. 

2.8 Adverse weather conditions, such as inter alia low cloud and strong landing tailwind, 
deteriorated the situation during the Paralympics, i.e. from 7 to 16 March. However, aeronautical 
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meteorological personnel applied their comprehensive operational expertise to contribute towards the 
regularity of air navigation. 

2.9 In quality terms, the performance of meteorologists, providing aeronautical 
meteorological services during the 2014 Winter Games, was generally recognized as excellent. Positive 
responses were received from all the airlines. Creating a stable working environment for the provision of 
meteorological services in the complex and heavily-used airspace, the meteorological personnel remained 
fully committed to increasing flight safety together with aeronautical offices and, therefore, bringing 
considerable benefits to the successful organization of the XXII Olympic Winter Games and XI 
Paralympic Winter Games of 2014. 

3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 

3.1 The meeting is invited to note the information contained in this paper. 
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